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UK HEAT 
DECARBONISATION 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT



The UK decarbonisation agenda

• Through the Climate Change Act (2008) we are legally obligated 
to decarbonise and were the first country in the G20 to commit 
to “net zero” emissions by 2050.

• Heating is essential to our lives – it is the biggest reason we 
consume energy in our society and is responsible for over a 
third of our emissions.

• The role of Heat Networks was introduced in The Future of 
Heating and updated in the Clean Growth Strategy which sets 
out the vital role heat networks play in the long term 
decarbonisation of heat.

• Government has recently published Heat and Buildings 
Strategy, which sets out how the UK will decarbonise our 
homes, and our commercial, industrial and public sector 
buildings, as part of setting a path to net zero by 2050
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/topical-events/the-uks-industrial-strategy


What are our decarbonisation of heat options?



• 480,000 consumers 

• 14,000 heat networks in the UK, of which 2,000 are  
district heating networks

• 2.4% of heat for buildings

• 10TWh of annual heat demand

• 91% of which gas fired CHP with peaking boilers.

• Sector growth rate of 3.6% per annum. 

BEIS (2018) Energy Trends: Experimental statistics on heat networks 

(The experimental statistics may not wholly reflect the true position of the current 

heat network market due to networks not reporting or providing incorrect returns)

UK Heat networks: the numbers
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• £320 million Heat Networks Investment 
Project 

• £270 million Green Heat Network Fund

• Continued Local Authority support by the 
Heat Networks Delivery Unit

• The Scottish Government announced 
Scotland’s Heat Transition Deal as part of 
the 2020/21 Scottish Budget, with further 
details expected soon.
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The UK Government support heat networks with over £1/2 billion

• Long term Market Framework through 
Regulation

• City Decarbonisation Agenda

• Low-carbon Heat Network Zoning being 
consulted on in 2021

• A strong Heat Network Pipeline nearing 
£2 billion in projects (England & Wales)

• BHIVE 

Following the Green Homes Grant voucher scheme we are increasing funding for the GHG 

Local Authority scheme and Social Housing Decarbonisation fund by £300m, bringing total 

funding to £1.3 on building energy efficiency
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The Heat Network Transformation Programme

• Since 2013, HNDU support local authorities in 

England & Wales in early heat network project 

development.

• From 2017, HNIP offers gap funding to heat 
networks projects in commercialisation & 

construction funding, accelerating market 

growth.

• The GHNF is a 3-year capital grant making 
scheme which will run from April 2022 – 2025.

• As well as driving new investment, we want a long-term market framework, that is attractive to investors 

alongside a robust consumer protection framework.

• Following our zoning trials across 6 cities in England, we believe that zoning can play a very significant role 

in growing the sector and we are looking to consult in Spring 2021. 
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Heat Network Investment Projects – funded projects

£165m
Announced under main scheme

Across 24 projects

More about all funded projects: https://tp-heatnetworks.org/funded-projects/

https://tp-heatnetworks.org/funded-projects/
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Heat Network Investment Projects – funded projects

Annual heat delivered 

255 GWh

52,000
homes to be connected 

Total estimate carbon saved over 15 

years

716,000tCO2eTotal funding award to date   

£165m

Total CAPEX of funded projects 

£421m

Network trench length of 

128km

Connections to 227
non-residential buildings
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Green Heat Network Fund (GHNF)

• The GHNF is a 3-year capital grant making scheme which will run from April 2022 – 2025. The 

total is £270 million in England and Wales*.

• The GHNF is designed to incentivise the heat network market to move away from the use of high 

carbon heat sources, to low carbon heat sources.

• The GHNF connect both existing and new heat networks to low carbon heat sources and 

focusses on low carbon heat production and will be open to a range of low carbon technologies.

• The GHNF will help build on the momentum of previous projects such as HNIP and ensure there 

is limited to no funding gap for heat networks. This will also help ensure continued market 

confidence and growth for the heat network market.

Call for Evidence

(closed September 
2020)

Consultation

(launch end of 2020)

Scheme launch

(Spring 2022)

* Subject to confirmation by the Welsh Government
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Vision and Objectives

Why is heat important?



The Opportunity?

The scale UK 
CO2e  emissions 
from the heat 
market

At 21% heating, cooling and hot water in buildings is one of the biggest sources of UK carbon emissions. 

Much of this can be attributed to individual gas boilers that produce 85% of heating in homes. 



How significant a role 

might Heat Networks play?

• The illustrative scenarios in 

the Clean Growth Strategy 

suggested that HNs could 

provide between 17-24% of 

UK heat demand by 2050. 

• Analysis by Element Energy 

for the CCC projected: 

➢ 9% (42 TWh) in 2030 and 

➢ 18% (81 TWh) in 2050. 

2013 2050

An estimated £22 billion 

investment needed by the sector 

by 2050 to achieve this. 

Why heat networks? 

Heat Networks can be both lower carbon 

and cheaper for consumers than a building 

level solution. They can also take advantage 

of natural and waste heat sources that 

individual solutions can not.



Vision and Objectives

Heat 2020s Vision

HNIP

HNTP

Zoning

Regulated 
Decarb

2022 2025 2030s

Comprising:
Final Year of HNIP
Green Heat Network Fund (GHNF)
Heat Network Efficiency Scheme (HNES)
Heat Network Skills Programme (HNSP)
Heat Network Regulation

Interim uplift –
35% drop Future Homes Standard – 75% drop
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Building Regulations –
drop in allowable 
emissions

600,000 heat pumps per year
Energy White Paper 

2028 target



Vision and Objectives

Event title 

The Heat Networks Planning Database 

(HNPD)

The HNPD is a database of heat network projects across the UK in the planning process.

In addition to BEIS’ quarterly pipeline (‘Heat Network Pipeline’) the HNPD provides:

• Projects in the planning stage which don’t receive government funding

• Deployment of different technology types and heat sources

• Emerging trends to improve market confidence

• Heat network pipeline data in Scotland and Northern Ireland

• Data on customer connections and network type

• Geographical spread of data through an interactive map 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-networks-planning-database-quarterly-extract

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-networks-planning-database-quarterly-extract


Vision and Objectives

Event title 

HNPD interactive map

Barbour ABI collect the data on behalf of BEIS 

and have also created an interactive map to 

visualise the data.

Users can now explore the geographic spread of 

projects and filter by technology type, region, 

planning stage, network size etc.

https://data.barbour-abi.com/smart-

map/repd/beis/?type=heat_network

https://data.barbour-abi.com/smart-map/repd/beis/?type=heat_network
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Thank you
Shivali Mathur
Market Development Manager (Supply Chain 
and New Entrants), Market Growth
Heat Networks
shivali.mathur@beis.gov.uk


